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Highlights 
- The first evaluation of a forensic facial approximation‟s accuracy since 2001 
- Geometric morphometrics enables comparisons involving head pose variation 
- The results are that the facial approximation is accurate (p=0.002) 
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Abstract 
In August 2011, a 2D facial approximation was undertaken of remains discovered in 
Australia‟s Belanglo State Forrest; in October 2015, the young woman was identified. 
Referencing three photographs of the young woman as she appeared in life and a database of 
64 sex, age, head pose and population matched images, the facial approximation is evaluated 
for relative shape accuracy through the application of geometric morphometrics. The results 
are that the facial approximation is significantly similar to the images of the young woman in 
facial morphology (p = 0.002) when most of the variance due to depicted head pose is 
removed from the analyses. The geometric morphometric analyses, however, also highlight 
the facial approximation‟s face and feature discrepancies, some of which would have likely 
disrupted familiar face recognition. Although predominantly verified methods were applied 
in 2011, they are limited in their predictive accuracy, not every feature of the face has a 
verified method to apply, and practitioner errors as well as photographic distortions are 
apparent. Furthermore, an assumption that the verified methods require inter-feature 
agreement (in this instance eye spacing and mouth width) was proved to be false. Overall this 
study shows that it is possible to assess the morphological accuracy of a forensic facial 
approximation when a number of antemortem images are available, though the influence of 
photographic distortion within 2D photographs will always preclude a precise metric 
assessment. 
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In August 2010, the skeletal remains of a young woman (15-25 years, European population 
affinity) were found in Australia‟s Belanglo State Forest. A year later, the New South Wales 
Police requested a facial approximation and the results were released to the national media in 
December 2011 (Figure 1a). Although the estimation of this young woman‟s facial 
appearance assisted in generating a substantial number of new leads, none resulted in a 
positive identification. In 2013, the methods used to estimate facial appearance formed part 
of a critical comparative review of the largely invalidated and popular forensic facial 
reconstruction approach [1]. In October 2015, the young woman, referred to in the Australian 
media as “Angel”, was identified as Ms Karlie Jade Pearce-Stevenson, facilitated by a lead 
unconnected to those generated by the facial approximation. The facial approximation 
essentially failed in its primary purpose, which is assist in identification. However, an 
evaluation of the predictive accuracy of a facial approximation is part of the process when the 
face is estimated as applied research, and ideally all forensic estimations are evaluated, 
regardless of the outcome. 
 
Some of the local media coverage included comments regarding the similarity between the 
facial approximation and the photographs of Ms Pearce-Stevenson which predominated in the 
media following her identification: e.g. “remarkably accurate” [2]; “amazing likeness” [3]. 
Such a post hoc response to a facial approximation is fairly commonplace [4, 5] and does not 
reflect the actual recognisability or accuracy of the results. A facial approximation is 
undertaken to stimulate leads to identification from colleagues, friends and family members 
[6, 7], but face recognition studies show that individuals who are unfamiliar with the person 
depicted utilise different neural mechanisms, attend to different aspects of the head and face 
[8], and essentially engage in face-matching [for reviews, see 9, 10, 11]. Face-matching is 
frequently confounded by variation in head pose even when the images are captured under 
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the same photographic conditions, and the most salient feature is the shape and hue of 
terminal head hair [8, 12-14]. In contrast, familiar face recognition is influenced by facial 
configuration rather than individual features, though this is a more complex neural process 
than past studies have indicated [15], is head-pose invariant, though this is shared to some 
extent with unfamiliar face recognition [16], very rapidly processed [17], and occurs even 
when highly degraded CCTV images are used [18]. 
 
Familiar assessment has been undertaken with a facial reconstruction created using CT scans 
of a colleague‟s skull and teeth [19], and there is a report of parents being unable to recognise 
the facial reconstruction of their child, even after being told this is who the results were 
intended to predict [20]. It is, however, generally agreed that a facial approximation 
undertaken with a forensic case cannot be easily, or ethically, tested for familiar face 
recognition [21]. As a consequence the recommended accuracy test of a facial approximation 
is visual assessment by unfamiliar participants [e.g. 21, 22, 23], which has been found to 
require a minimum of 115 assessors [21]. Metric assessments of accuracy occur within 
laboratory-based studies, but no actual forensic estimation has been formally evaluated for 
predictive accuracy since at least 2001. However, this is likely due to traditional 
anthropometric measures requiring standardised photographs of the identified individual to 
undertake a comparison.  
 
Traditional anthropometrics is reliant on direct measurements taken from a person‟s head and 
face (i.e. using callipers) or scaled, orthogonal images (e.g. 3D scans). If anthropometric 
measures reference photographs, each individual needs to be photographed bearing the same 
head orientation and facial expression, and the camera angle and lens-subject distance needs 
to be standardised so as to reduce, but not entirely remove, the effect of perspective distortion 
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[see, for example, 24]. Images taken outside of the laboratory, including arrest photographs, 
tend not comply with these requirements [25]. Instead, most photographs typically differ in 
head pose, facial expression, camera make and camera angle as well as variation in lens-
subject distance, and this holds true for the photographs of Ms Pearce-Stevenson published in 
the Australian media. 
 
Geometric morphometrics is a tool for statistical shape analysis that compares the patterns of 
shape variance across a suite of homologous landmarks, and therefore accounts for the 
interaction of all landmarks simultaneously rather than piecemeal. Because of its capacity to 
process complex patterns of shape variance, previous research has found that geometric 
morphometrics can enable statistically meaningful comparisons between (i) highly disparate 
image types depicting the face of the same individual [25, 26], (ii) widely divergent palaeoart 
facial reconstructions of the same skull [27], and (iii) between images of different individuals 
displaying a range of habitual head pose variations [28]. It is because of this ability to 
identify shape variance due to head pose that geometric morphometrics has been applied for 
this evaluation of the facial approximation of Ms Pearce-Stevenson, though photographic 
distortion remains a confounding variable.  
 
Materials 
(i) Photographs of Ms Pearce-Stevenson and the facial approximation 
Four photographs of Ms Pearce-Stevenson have appeared in the Australian media since her 
identification was announced [e.g. 29, 30, 31] and the three that most clearly display her face 
and features were used to estimate the morphological accuracy of the facial approximation. 
Permission was granted to reproduce Figure 1c (Ava Benny-Morrison, [30]), and this image, 
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together with the two remaining photographs are represented in Figure 1d-f by the landmark 
coordinate wireframes used in the geometric morphometric analyses.  
 
The three photographs are unscaled and informally posed. Two depict Ms Pearce-Stevenson 
seated and gazing upwards (Figure 1d-e). While neither seems to display an upwards head 
orientation, both appear to have been taken from an angle above head height, which, on the 
basis of past forensic photographic comparisons using geometric morphometrics [e.g. 32, 33-
35], results in a facial morphology that shares some of the shape changes resulting from a 
downwardly pitched head pose (the upper face is expanded and lengthened while the lower 
face is contracted and foreshortened [26]). One photograph is of comparatively low 
resolution and depicts Ms Pearce-Stevenson fairly frontally orientated with a relatively 
neutral/serious facial expression (Figure 1d), while in the higher resolution photograph her 
head is turned to the right shoulder (both eyes are visible but the right ear is obscured) and 
Ms Pearce-Stevenson is displaying a closed-mouth smile (Figure 1e). The third photograph 
also depicts Ms Pearce-Stevenson displaying a right head turn and closed-mouth smile, but in 
this image she appears to be standing and the photograph has been taken from below (Figure 
1c, f), which may result in an upwards head pose facial morphology (the upper face is 
contracted and foreshortened while the lower face is expanded and lengthened [28]). The two 
seated photographs were taken in 2008 when Ms Pearce-Stevenson was ~ 20 years of age, 
while the third photograph is from when Ms Pearce-Stevenson was still attending secondary 
school (personal correspondence, Ava Benny-Morrison [30]).  
 
All three photographs of Ms Pearce-Stevenson are used for this geometric morphometric 
analyses because no one image can be assumed to accurately represent Ms Pearce-
Stevenson‟s facial morphology. All three are confounded by variation in head pose and 
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camera orientation, two images are of low resolution, two display facial expression, one is of 
Ms Pearce-Stevenson some years prior to her death, and all three can be assumed to contain 
varying elements of photographic distortion.  
 
The facial approximation of Ms Pearce-Stevenson is frontally orientated, has a neutral facial 
expression, and also contains elements of photographic distortion. As described previously 
[1], the facial approximation was undertaken in reference to digital, scaled photographs of the 
skull and, due to the constraints of the assigned location, from a distance of 2 m from the 
nasion. Each of the resulting images were scaled to life size and checked against calliper 
measurements for overt levels of photographic distortion (heights and widths of the 
neurocranium, facial skeleton, orbits, nasal aperture, mandible and teeth). It took the better 
part of a day to achieve satisfactory results, and these were described as „orthogonal‟ [1]. 
Photographic distortion, however, has a complex impact on the morphology of both the skull 
and the face. Early anthropometric research with film-based photographs found that a lens-
subject distance of ~ 10-12 m was required before distortions were within acceptable 
measurement errors (1%) [36, 37]. A later study by Eliášová and Krsek using digital cameras 
found that perspective distortion in frontal views of the skull is ~ 3% when the lens-subject 
distance is 2.5 m; while at distances less than 2.5 m the lateral neurocranium and jaw 
noticeably recedes while the anterior frontal bone expands [38]. Similarly, and more recently, 
Stephan finds a distortion effect of ~ 5% at distances less than 2.5 m, and confirmed earlier 
studies that 12 m is required for photographic distortion to be negligible (< 1%) [39]. 
Therefore, although the images of the skull that were referenced for the facial approximation 
agreed with the calliper measures, it is highly likely that the lateral cranium, frontal bone and 
mandible contain elements of photographic distortion.  
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(ii) Image composition of the database 
The database used for the geometric morphometric analyses consists of 64 photographs, 
which is comparable to, or larger than, previous geometric morphometric analyses of the face 
[40-42] and studies of facial averages [43, 44]. The photographs are of young women of 
recorded or apparent European population ancestry with a recorded or apparent age of 18-25 
years, and only closed-mouth smiles were selected from the images displaying this facial 
expression. The database images were sourced as follows: 
(i) PAL Face Database (n=16): North American women recorded as “white”, aged 
between 19-22 years, displaying an informal frontal head orientation and with a very 
slight smile, neutral or serious facial expression. All images are sourced from the PAL 
Face Database [45], accessed on 2 August 2014 (http://agingmind.utdallas.edu/facedb); 
(ii) Utrecht Face Database (n=6): Frontally posed images of young women displaying a 
slight smile, serious or neutral facial expression (actual age and population ancestry 
unknown); one image was flipped along the horizontal plane to display a right head 
turn. All images were collected at the European Conference on Visual Perception in 
Utrecht (2008), and made available on the Stirling University website. All were 
accessed on 6 December 2015 (http://pics.stir.ac.uk/2D_face_sets.htm); 
(iii) Pasco Sheriff Arrest Database (n=24): Arrest images of young women recorded as 
“white”, born between 1994-1997 (i.e. 19-22 years of age on the day the arrest image 
was taken) displaying a slight smile, neutral or serious facial expression, with the face 
relatively unobscured. Four images were accessed on 17 January 2010 and the 
remainder during 4-13 February 2016, with the website limiting access to 100 arrest 
photographs taken over the preceding 60 days (http://pascosheriff.com/arrests/); 
(iv) Internet images (n=18): Young women of European facial appearance (actual age and 
population ancestry unknown). These images are predominantly of professional and 
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amateur models, and were primarily selected for their similarity in head pose to the 
photographs of Ms Pearce-Stevenson that occur less frequently in the Database sourced 
images (downwards and/or right head turn). One internet image was sourced on 18 
October 2011 [46], 10 images were sourced in November, 2016 and 7 in February, 
2016. Four of the internet images were flipped along the horizontal plane to display a 
right head turn (for the internet sources, refer [47]).  
To avoid confusion, hereinafter all references to the PAL, Utrecht and/or Pasco Sheriff Arrest 
Databases will be capitalised, while the database of images composed of the three Database 
and internet photographs (n=64) will be lower case. In order to assess the degree to which 
this database of photographs deviates from an average face derived from a more homogenous 
source with regards to head pitch and turn, face shape and facial expression, a facial average 
was sourced as follows: 
(v) UK facial average (n=1): the average wireframe resulting from a study which applied 
224 “feature points” (facial landmarks) to produce a facial average referencing 
photographs of 60 “caucasian” (British) young women (20-30 years) bearing a neutral 
facial expression [43]. 
 
Methods 
The 64 database photographs, the three images of Ms Pearce-Stevenson, the UK facial 
average and the facial approximation were standardised to the interpupillary plane (a 
horizontal line connecting the centre of the pupils) in Adobe CS4 Photoshop. All images 
were then visually assessed for head pose, face shape and facial expression. Head pose was 
estimated by the position of the ears, which can appear raised in a downwards head pitch and 
obscured in a head turn [26, 28], face shape according to whether it appeared short/wide, 
tall/thin or an indeterminate combination, and facial expression by the shape of the lips and 
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cheeks, which appear raised during smiling [48, 49]. This resulted in the following 
distributions for the database images (n=64): 
 15 upwards, 21 downwards, 28 indeterminate head pitch; 
 9 left turned, 11 right turned, 33 indeterminate head turn; 
 16 tall/thin, 27 short/wide, 21 indeterminate facial shape; 
 47 serious or neutral, 17 slightly smiling facial expression. 
A significant inverse correlation was found between head pitch and turn (Pearson‟s r = -0.26, 
p = 0.02) when all of the frequencies were analysed in the statistics software PAST (v.3.11, 
2016 [50]), indicating that the right turned faces tend towards a downward pose and vice 
versa. Visual assessment of faces by one individual is, however, known to be inaccurate with 
regards to estimating head pose, and requires a minimum of 10 assessors to statistically 
correlate with the accuracy of a geometric morphometric analysis [26, 28].  
 
A total of 40 landmark coordinates capturing face and facial feature shape (Table 1 and 
Figure 2) were recorded using the 2D digitising software tpsDig2 (v.2.17, 2013 [51]). Of 
these, 30 landmarks were selected for their relative robusticity and homology, with an 
emphasis on those landmarks used in the facial approximation to estimate the facial features 
and/or resulting from the estimation. An additional 10 semi-landmarks (2 x 5) were used to 
capture the shape of the outer face and jaw, and converted to landmarks within tpsUtil 
(v.1.56, 2013 [51]). The resulting tpsDig2 file (image sets of the facial landmark x,y 
coordinates) was checked for outliers within the geometric morphometric software package 
MorphoJ (v.1.06d, 2013, [52]), and those due to landmark errors (placement and/or 
numerical sequence) were corrected. To test whether the shape variation within the images is 
viable for undertaking multivariate statistical analyses, the corrected tpsDig2 file was entered 
into tpsSmall (v.1.33, 2016 [51]), with the result that the shape variation is appropriately 
narrow (regression slopes 0.99, correlation 1.0), and a digital facial average of the database 
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photographs (n=64, Figure 3a) was produced using tpsSuper64 (v.2.02, 2015 [51]) (see [53] 
for further information regarding the Rohlf tps series of geometric morphometric software).  
 
The tpsDig2 file was uploaded into the statistical shape analysis tool, morphologika2 (v.2.5, 
2007 [54]). Because all of the photographs were taken from a range of unknown and 
unreported lens-subject distances, all 69 images (including the UK facial average and the 
facial approximation) were first Procrustes registered prior to the analyses within 
morphologika2, MorphoJ, tpsSuper64 and PAST. Procrustes registration removes the effect 
of size, some of which is due to variation in image resolution, and involves each set of 
landmark coordinates being scaled and rotated for comparable fit.  
 
To identify the main patterns of shape variance following Procrustes registration, Principle 
Components (PC) analyses were undertaken within morphologika2, which has the facility to 
display the shape variance captured by the suite of landmarks as dynamic and static 
wireframes. When extracted from the maximum positive and negative values for individuals 
on each PC axis (i.e. within the variance of the group), the wireframes illustrate the dominant 
morphological aspects being captured by each PC (see Figures 3 and 5). Multivariate 
regression analyses were undertaken within morphologika2 to identify patterns of specific 
variance across a group of selected PCs, and to identify which of the PCs are significant 
partial regression coefficients. In addition, Thin Plate Spline (TPS) deformation grids 
illustrate the deformation pattern between a selected reference point and selected target point 
following a multivariate regression (see Figure 4). To both verify the results and supplement 
the statistical output arising from the analyses undertaken in morphologika2, additional 
analyses were undertaken with the statistical software package PAST (Principle Components 
Analyses (relative warps) and similarity/distance matrices). 
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The following independent variables were used to identify the overall composition and 
distribution of the database images (n=64) regarding depicted head pose orientation, face 
shape and facial expression, the source of the 64 database photographs, and the extent to 
which this database deviates from the UK facial average.  
1. Head pitch: Visual assessment: upwards = 1, indeterminate = 2, downwards = 2; 
2. Head turn: Visual assessment: left = 1, indeterminate = 2, right = 3; 
3. Face shape: Visual assessment: tall-narrow = 1, indeterminate =2, short-wide = 3; 
4. Facial expression: Visual assessment: neutral/serious = 1, slight smile = 2; 
5. Source: PAL and Utrecht Face Databases = 1; internet images = 2; Pasco Sheriff 
Arrest Database = 3; 
6. UK facial average: UK facial average = 1; database images = 2. 
The analyses of head pose orientation, face shape and facial expression (1-4 above) were 
repeated including the UK facial average (n=65) to record the location of this image along 
each of the PC axes (i.e. the PC score).  
 
The morphological evaluation of the facial approximation involved multivariate regressions 
using the following independent variables, and apart from a general assessment of head pose, 
did not include the UK facial average: 
7. The three photographs of Ms Pearce-Stevenson = 1; the database images = 2 (n=67); 
8. The facial approximation = 1, the database images = 2 (n=65); 
9. The three photographs of Ms Pearce-Stevenson and the facial approximation = 1; the 
database images = 2 (n=68). 
 
Results 
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The results of the database composition analyses concerned with variance in head pitch, turn, 
face shape, facial expression, database source, and how the database compares to the UK 
facial average (multivariate regressions 1-6), are summarised in Table 2. The morphological 
analyses of the photographs of Ms Pearce-Stevenson and the facial approximation 
(multivariate regressions 7-9) are summarised in Table 3. As can be seen, all of the 
statistically significant multivariate regressions result in partial regression coefficients with a 
standard error (S) of < 25% (0.025). 
 
Database composition analyses 
The first 20 PCs capture 98% of the overall variance, and these were used for the database 
composition analyses. As can be seen in Figure 3, including the facial average rotates the 
orientation of the database data in Cartesian space, but not the overall configuration of the 
points. The multivariate regressions involving the database, and those involving the database 
plus the UK facial average, were statistically significant, and both produced very similar 
results. Therefore only the results of the analyses including the UK facial average (i.e. n=65) 
are shown in Table 2.  
 
Each of the independent variables, with the exception of the regression by the UK facial 
average, resulted in significant correlation coefficients: head pitch PC 1; head turn PC 2, 
which is also present to a slight degree in PC 1 (and agrees with the what was indicated by 
the visual assessment data); facial shape PC 3 and, to a lesser extent, PC 7 (PC 7 
discriminates between triangular versus rounded jaws, which is also captured by PC 6) and 
PC 1 (there are slightly more short/wide faces with a right head turn); facial expression PC 4, 
and, to a lesser extent, PC 5 (which is concerned with mouth width, and does not include the 
smiling related expansion of nose width [48]). However, and as mentioned previously, these 
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independent variables are derived from inherently inaccurate visual assessments, and on the 
basis of past research findings [26, 28] can be assumed to under-represent the statistical 
significance of the related shape variance.  
 
The Procrustes registered landmark coordinates for the 64 database images were entered into 
a PCA (relative warps) in PAST (bootstrap 1000), to see which PCs are statistically 
significant without a multivariate regression. The results are that PC 1-3 are clearly 
significant, and PC 4 is within the 95% confidence interval (broken stick). Furthermore, and 
as with the analyses undertaken in morphologika2, the PAST deformation grids show the 
variance is due to head pitch and a slight degree of turn (PC 1), head turn (PC 2), tall-
thin/short-wide facial shapes (PC 3), and smiling/not smiling facial expressions (PC 4). In 
both morphologika2 and PAST, PC 1-4 accounts for 83.5% of the overall variance, and the 
percentage variance for each PC is close to identical in agreement (< 0.03% difference). 
 
The morphologika2 multivariate regression by image source involved only the database 
images and results in PC 1 and PC 2 being statistically significant. PC 1 and PC 2 account for 
66% of the cumulative variance, which, as discussed above, is predominantly due to the 
influence of head pitch and head turn, and combinations of these poses. The scatter plot of PC 
1 (x axis) and PC 2 (y axis) is shown in Figure 3. As can be seen, the PAL and Utrecht 
Database photographs (rectangles) display the most upwards and neutrally pitched faces, and 
the most left and neutrally turned faces. The most right turned and most downwardly pitched 
photographs are the internet images (circles) that were selected for these characteristics, but 
moderate displays of head turn and pitch are also present within the photographs sourced 
from the Pasco Sheriff Arrest Database (triangles).  
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When included in the analysis, the UK facial average is located within the PAL and Utrecht 
Database cluster within PC 1/PC 2 (-0.39, -0.036), which is indicated by an arrow in Figure 
3. This location, and the comparison of this database‟s facial average with the UK facial 
average (Figure 3, insert b) shows that the database is, on average, more turned and pitched. 
Within the remaining PCs the facial average is located close to the database mean of 0,0 (see 
Table 2), and the multivariate analysis involving regressing the UK facial average against the 
database images is not significant (< 1% of the total sample variance) and has no significant 
partial correlation coefficients.  
 
What the results of the UK facial average multivariate regressions indicate is that the 
inclusion of the internet sourced photographs have resulted in a photographic database that is 
in greater agreement with the head pose variation displayed in the three photographs of Ms 
Pearce-Stevenson, but does not deviate from the UK facial average in facial shape, facial 
expression or other facial characteristics captured by the geometric morphometric analyses 
(the average database face produced in tpsSuper64 is shown in Figure 3a). The database 
composition therefore enables a more accurate geometric morphometric evaluation of the 
photographs of Ms Pearce-Stevenson and the facial approximation. This is because while PC 
1 and PC 2 capture the statistically significant variance due to head pitch and turn, these 
aspects are still present to some extent within the variance captured by the remaining PCs, 
and earlier trails indicated that head pose continued to confound analyses involving 
photographs predominantly sourced from the more neutrally posed PAL and Utrecht Facial 
Databases, and also when only one image of Ms Pearce-Stevenson was analysed. 
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Morphological analysis of the facial approximation 
When the three photographs of Ms Pearce-Stevenson, the facial approximation and the 
database images are analysed within morphologika2, the variance due to head pitch and turn 
are significant for both PC 1 (37% overall variance) and PC2 (31% overall variance). PC 1 is 
capturing a downwards left turned to neutral and upwards right turned head pose (head pitch: 
14% variance, S = 0.006; head turn: 13% variance, S = 0.006). PC 2 is the inverse of this 
pattern, downwards right turned to upwards left turned (head pitch: 8% variance, S = 0.006; 
head turn: 6% variance, S = 0.006). There is a difference of 26% between the cumulative 
variance of PC1-2 (68%) and the variance arising from the multivariate regressions based on 
visual assessment (41%). That the visual assessment results are 0.60 of the geometric 
morphometric variance, however, is in agreement with the inaccuracy of one person 
undertaking a visual assessment of head pose from photographs. When 10 individual 
assessors are compared there is a tendency to under-estimate head pose, and inter-assessor 
agreement has a low Pearson‟s correlation (pitch r = 0.641, turn r = 0.747) [26, 28]. 
 
When the UK facial average is entered into the analysis, it again groups with the PAL and 
Utrecht database images. The frontal/downwards image of Ms Pearce-Stevenson (Figure 1d) 
clusters within the downwardly orientated database photographs and is close to the UK facial 
average in head turn. The right turned/downwards image of Ms Pearce-Stevenson (Figure 1e) 
is right turned, and shares a similar downwardly pitched head pose to the more frontally 
orientated photograph. The younger image of Ms Pearce-Stevenson (Figure 1c, e) has less of 
a right head turn and clusters within the range of the slightly upwardly pitched images in the 
database. The facial approximation is located close to the UK average in both head 
orientations, but is more upwardly pitched. Therefore, relative to the UK facial average, the 
head pose variation within the three photographs of Ms Pearce-Stevenson is neutrally turned, 
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moderately right turned, strongly right turned, moderately downwards, and slightly upwards. 
All subsequent analyses exclude the UK average. 
 
Separate multivariate regressions were undertaken with the photographs of Ms Pearce-
Stevenson and the facial approximation with and without PC 1 (head turn) and PC 2 (head 
pitch). The partial regression coefficients are the same (PC1-20, PC3-20), but a multivariate 
regression involving PC 3-20 enables morphological comparisons with the impact of head 
pose variation significantly reduced (PC1-2 cumulative variance = 68%), though not entirely 
removed.  
 
The regression involving the three photographs of Ms Pearce-Stevenson and the database 
photographs (Table 3, multivariate regression 7, Figure 4a) indicates Ms Pearce-Stevenson 
had, compared to the database, a short/wide face, wide spaced eyes, slightly wide nose and 
short nose-mouth distance, narrow and thin lips, and a longer than average distance between 
the mouth and chin (stomion-menton). When the facial approximation is similarly compared 
to the database (Table 3, multivariate regression 8, Figure 4b) this results in the facial 
approximation also differing from the database in having a short/wide face, a slightly wide 
nose and slightly long mouth-chin distance (stomion-menton). The facial approximation, 
however, has a longer nose, much shorter that average nose-mouth distance, a mouth that is 
only slightly narrower, and lips that are close to the database average in height.  
 
When the two multivariate regression results are directly compared (Figure 4c), the facial 
approximation deviations from the database mean can be clearly seen to differ from how the 
photographs of Ms Pearce-Stevenson deviate. The facial approximation has a shorter and 
wider face shape, larger and narrower spaced eyes, a longer nose, shorter nose-mouth 
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distance, fuller and wider mouth, and a shorter distance between the mouth and base of the 
chin. (Note that the wireframe results represented in Figure 4 are mathematical visualisations 
of morphological deviations from the database average, and do not represent the landmark 
coordinates of the photographs of Ms Pearce-Stevenson, the facial approximation, or the 
database average.) 
 
The final multivariate regression (Table 3, multivariate regression 9) results in the facial 
approximation clustering with the photographs of Ms Pearce-Stevenson, and this clustering is 
significant when PC 1-20 (p < 0.001) and PC 3-20 (p = 0.002) are included in the regression. 
The primary significant partial regression coefficients are PC3 (face shape), and PC8 (eye 
spacing, nose width, mouth width, lip heights, chin height). PC 10 and PC 17 are also 
significant partial regression coefficients, but capture < 1% of the overall variance. PC10 
separates the facial approximation out from the cluster by iris size and nose-mouth distance, 
while PC17 contains subtle aspects of facial asymmetry that could be accounted for by 
landmark error and/or variance due to photographic distortion.  
 
When the analysis is undertaken in PAST the PCA (relative warp) scatter plot for PC 3 and 
PC 8 is identical to the PC 3/PC 8 scatter plot results in morphologika2, and the difference in 
variance for PC 3-20 is < 0.01%. The PAST scatter plot for PC 3/PC 8 is illustrated in Figure 
5 because of the added functionality of a 95 % confidence ellipsis and a Minimal Spanning 
Tree within an eigenvalue scaled scatter plot. As can be seen, the facial approximation 
clusters with the younger right turned, more upwardly posed image of Ms Pearce-Stevenson 
(Figure 1c, f), which in turn is co-joined with the photograph where she is depicted in a 
frontal/downwards orientation (Figure Figure 1d). All three images are fairly distantly 
connected to the more markedly right turned photograph of Ms Pearce-Stevenson (Figure 1e), 
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but in this analysis the frontal/downwards photograph falls outside of the 95% confidence 
ellipsis.  
 
A similarity-distance matrix undertaken in PAST and involving the PC 3-20 scores for the 68 
images (an extract of the full matrix is shown in Table 4) results in the facial approximation 
being most similar to the frontal/downwards photograph of Ms Pearce-Stevenson, and least 
similar to the image in which she is depicted right turned/downwards. The matrix also 
indicates that the frontal/downwards image is most similar to the younger right 
turned/upwards image of Ms Pearce-Stevenson, and that the right turned/downwards image is 
considerably distant from both. In both the PCA (relative warp) minimal spanning tree and in 
the similarity-distance matrix, the intervening image is the same database photograph. That 
is, between the facial approximation and the younger image of Ms Pearce-Stevenson (PCA) 
and between the facial approximation and the frontal/downwards image (similarity-distance 
matrix) is Shape 56, which is the PAL Database photograph shown in Figure 2.  
 
The similarity-distance matrix indicates the right turned/downwards image (Figure 1e) is 
morphologically very different to the other two photographs of Ms Pearce-Stevenson (Figure 
1c, f and 1d). This is because aspects of head pose variance is still present even when PC1 
and PC2 are removed from the analysis. However, excluding the right turned/downwards 
photograph from a multivariate regression comparing Ms Pearce-Stevenson to the 64 
database images produces very similar results. As can be seen in Table 3 (multivariate 
regression 7a), there is a slight increase in overall variance, face shape (PC 3) reaches 
statistical significance, and there is an additional significant correlation coefficient (PC 11) 
capturing < 1% of the variance. Furthermore, and as can be seen in Figure 4c, the wireframe 
resulting from this analysis is only slightly dissimilar to that resulting from the three 
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photographs of Ms Pearce-Stevenson, and highlights the same discrepancies in the facial 
approximation‟s prediction of Ms Pearce-Stevenson‟s facial morphology.  
 
Discussion 
Both in the forensic report that accompanied the facial approximation and in the publication 
that describes the methods [1] facial indices were calculated from the results. These indicated 
that: 
relative to the average, this young woman had a wide face, wide jaw, and wide-spaced 
eyes, a long nose, short upper and lower lip (nose to mouth, and mouth to start of 
chin), and the suggestion of a high chin. (e35) 
The geometric morphometric evaluation of the facial approximation, relative to the average 
of the 64 database images (Table 3, multivariate regression 8 and Figure 4b), is in general 
agreement with these anthropometric indices. When the facial approximation is included in 
an analysis involving the three photographs of Ms Pearce-Stevenson, the results are that the 
facial approximation is statistically similar to, and clusters closely with, Ms Pearce-Stevenson 
in facial morphology (Table 3, multivariate regression 9 and Figure 5). These findings are 
supported by the similarity-distance matrix (Table 4), though this matrix also shows that the 
right turned/downwards image of Ms Pearce-Stevenson is noticeably dissimilar to the facial 
approximation, and dissimilar to the frontal/downwardly orientated image and the younger 
photograph of Ms Pearce-Stevenson. This indicates that head pose variance in photographs 
requires more than one antemortem image, and ideally a number of images expressing a 
range of head poses, to be viable for a geometric morphometric evaluation of a facial 
approximation. 
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Although the facial approximation clusters with the images of Ms Pearce-Stevenson and can 
be considered to have succeeded in generally predicting her facial morphology, the results 
also indicate that, relative to the average of the 64 database images (Table 3, multivariate 
regression 7 and Figure 4a), Ms Pearce-Stevenson‟s facial configuration and feature 
dimensions were somewhat different to what was predicted. Figure 4c is a direct comparison 
of how the facial approximation and the photographs of Ms Pearce-Stevenson deviate from 
the database average, and as can be seen, the facial approximation has poorly predicted facial 
height and width, eye height and spacing, nasal length, nose-mouth distance, lip fullness and 
mouth width. 
 
Some of these errors are due to inherent limitations in the methods. All of the verified 
methods that were applied in 2011 are derived from statistical averages, and individuals are 
not statistical averages. So a general pattern of inaccuracy in the results is to be expected. 
However, not all of the methods that were applied in 2011 were verified methods. As 
discussed in the paper that describes the facial approximation [1], some were untested 
recommendations that have since been proven invalid, and not all aspects of the face have a 
verified method to apply. Furthermore, the geometric morphometric analyses also show that 
an assumption that there needed to be inter-feature agreement between the different methods 
is a false assumption. 
 
As can be seen in Figure 4c, the geometric morphometric results show that the facial 
approximation predicted a too short/wide facial shape. This is likely due to errors in how the 
facial soft tissue depths (fSTD) were applied, rather than the measures themselves. .As 
pointed out by Stephan and Simpson [55] and illustrated by George [56], very few fSTDs are 
located perpendicular to the skull. A recent evaluation of fSTDs taken from CT data [57] 
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clarifies the misinterpretation of „perpendicular‟ across the facial reconstruction literature, 
and which is due to a misreading of the tangent method described in Aulsebrook et al. [58]. 
This facial approximation should have followed the tangent method described by Aulsebrook 
et al. [58], which incorporates the specific curvature of the bone. The foreshortening and 
widening of the face may also be due to photographic distortion, which causes the lower face 
to recede and the upper face to expand when the skull is photographed at distances of less 
than 2.5 m [38, 39]. It also the case that errors in assigning the landmarks onto a 2D image 
[59] may have contributed to the resulting facial shape, and in particular at the mid-ramus and 
gonion. Had the fSTDs been applied directly onto the skull and subsequently photographed, 
as is recommended [60], then this would have reduced, but not entirely removed, the problem 
of photographic distortion and facilitated a more accurate landmark placement. However, this 
approach also results in contaminating the evidence, which is not desirable in forensic facial 
approximations. CT scans or 3D scans are a far more accurate basis on which to estimate 
facial appearance, and have an additional advantage of more easily facilitating a 
methodological revision of the original results [61].  
 
The over-estimation of eye height was due to the application of an invalid surgical 
recommendation [62] that exaggerated the height of the iris. With regards to eye spacing, the 
facial approximation also slightly underestimated eyeball width [63], and did not fully 
comply with research findings that the eyeball is displaced from the orbital centre by, on 
average, 1.4 mm superiorly and 2.3 mm laterally [64, 65]. This was in part due to the cited 
studies involving a small number of cadaveric subjects of advanced age, but a large 
validation study involving 375 living adults [63] has since verified the findings. The decision 
to only displace the eyeballs by 1 mm superiorly and laterally, however, was in the main part 
because a greater displacement did not agree with the verified methods used to estimate 
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mouth width. Estimation of mouth width included the infraorbital foramen [66, 67], inter-
canine width [68] and a combination of inter-canine width and the location of the pupils [69], 
and resulted in a narrow mouth width that did not align with the medial border of the iris 
when the eyeball was displaced by 2.3 mm. So, on the false assumption that there should be 
inter-feature agreement, lateral eyeball displacement was reduced by 1.4 mm and the mouth 
slightly widened. As a consequence the facial approximation has underestimated Ms Pearce-
Stevenson‟s eye spacing and overestimated her mouth width. 
 
The estimation of the nasal dimensions followed the algorithms of Rynn et. al [70], who 
validated their findings in reference to five subjects (2 males, 3 females). These 
recommendations have since been evaluated by Mala [71] regarding lateral projection 
referring to 86 lateral cephalograms. Mala found that for women of European population 
affinity (n=34, 19-39 years), the algorithms have an error value of ~ 2.2 mm (6.7% of the 
dimensions), though tend to perform better regarding estimating nasal height. It is not clear, 
therefore, why the algorithms resulted in a nasal length that is slightly longer than Ms Pearce-
Stevenson‟s, and longer than the average dimensions of the image database, but this may be 
an inherent limitation of this method. 
 
Lip heights were predicted particularly poorly, as was the vertical orientation of the oral 
fissure. When taken together with the slightly too long nose, these estimations resulted in the 
facial approximation predicting an unusually short nose-mouth distance. The geometric 
morphometric analysis suggests that, relative to the database images, Ms Pearce-Stevenson 
had narrow lip heights, and a nose-mouth distance that is only slightly shorter than the 
database average. The predicted lip heights were known to be highly approximate, for in the 
absence of the central incisors a published average [72] was applied. This also meant that the 
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recommendation for the vertical orientation of the oral fissure [73, 74] could not be used, and 
instead followed the description of oral fissure location in a well respected anatomical text 
[75]. This respected, but unverified, location, resulted in the mouth sitting slightly too high 
within the face. Mala and Veleminska [76] recently tested facial reconstruction 
recommendations for the estimation of lip heights and the vertical orientation of the oral 
fissure (51 males, 35 females; European population affinity). Their study found the oral 
fissure was best predicted at ¾ the height of the upper central incisors [73], which had an 
error rate of 1.3 mm. However, given the central incisors are frequently lost post-mortem, it 
would seem that a new method is required to estimate lip heights and vertical placement. 
 
Not every feature of the facial approximation has been covered by the geometric 
morphometric evaluation, and this includes the estimation of the eyebrow location and the 
hair style. It is fairly clear from all of the photographs of Ms Pearce-Stevenson that the 
eyebrows are located too low on the face, and therefore the unverified facial reconstruction 
recommendation that links eyebrow location to the superior orbital rim [77] likely requires 
revision. Hair style was accomplished in collaboration with a professional hairdresser, and 
this was reasonably accurate with regards to the shape of the hair (straight) and style of cut 
(long side fringe). Where the hair style predicts less well is in mass (dense) and texture 
(coarse). These inaccuracies are probably due to the hairdresser predicting mass and texture 
from photographs of hair that had been exposed to the elements for a considerable period of 
time, coupled with a manipulation of the hair style to largely obscure the highly speculative 
estimation of ear shape and height. It would seem advisable, therefore, that a hairdresser be 
able to view any remains of head hair in situ, which in this instance was not possible due to 
this aspect being completed more than 3000 km from the remains. 
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Although the geometric morphometric analyses show the facial approximation is statistically 
similar to Ms Pearce-Stevenson in facial morphology, it is highly likely that the prediction of 
a too short/wide face, the reduction in eye spacing, the exaggerated lip fullness and in 
particular the under-estimation of the nose-mouth distance would not have facilitated 
recognition. As stated previously, familiar face recognition is known to involve configural 
processing, which includes how the features are spatially organised within the face [78]. A 
recent study of the impact of aspect ratio distortion [15] notes that previous studies have 
found familiar face recognition is not disrupted when the face is stretched vertically [79], and 
subsequent studies have found that linear manipulations of the aspect ratio of the face slows 
identification, but does not prevent it. This explains why familiar face recognition is tolerant 
to the spatial distortions that occur with head pose variation. These studies, however, involve 
manipulating photographs of a familiar person, and so are linear distortions of a face and 
facial features that accurately represent the individual prior to being manipulated (though 
there will be aspects of photographic distortion). Furthermore, these studies of configural 
processing distort the whole face, and not individual features.  
 
A different series of face perception studies have manipulated individual features to see the 
extent to which facial memory of familiar faces is sensitive to internal feature displacement. 
The findings are that face memory is particularly sensitive to the vertical orientation of the 
mouth and to a reduction, but not expansion, of eye spacing [80-83]. The facial 
approximation of Ms Pearce-Stevenson contains no feature that is accurately predicted, and 
while there is some uniformity in the over-estimation of size (the face is too wide, the eyes 
are too large, the nose is too long, the lips are too full), this pattern is reversed when it comes 
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to eye-spacing, nose-mouth distance and facial height. As mentioned, familiar face 
recognition is generally agreed to be neither ethically nor easily accomplished with a forensic 
facial approximation. However, it seems reasonable to assume that while the facial 
approximation may have been „recognised‟ through an automated face recognition system 
(that had more than one image of Ms Pearce-Stevenson in its reference image database), 
familiar face recognition would have been disrupted by the non-uniform displacement of the 
facial feature configuration, and in particular the under-estimation of eye spacing and nose-
mouth distance.  
 
Conclusion 
Geometric morphometrics has been applied to evaluate the accuracy of a facial 
approximation of a young woman discovered in Australia‟s Belanglo State Forrest in 2010. 
Three antemortem images of the young woman were used in this evaluation to allow for the 
influence of head pose variation, and a database of 64 images displaying a comparable range 
of head pose variations formed the basis of the analyses. Although geometric morphometrics 
cannot entirely remove the effect of head pose on the face, and all of the images in the 
analyses are confounded to an unknowable degree by photographic distortion, the results are 
indicative as to how well the facial approximation predicted facial appearance. Overall the 
facial approximation is significantly similar to the young woman it predicted, but within this 
similarity there are noticeable differences that would have likely disrupted familiar face 
recognition. Some of these are due to the limitations of the methods applied, some are due to 
a misapplication of these methods, most of the unverified recommendations are simply 
wrong, and there was a false assumption that the verified methods that were applied required 
inter-feature agreement. Although metric assessments of actual forensic facial 
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approximations are rare, this study shows that geometric morphometrics can be used to 
evaluate a facial approximation for shape accuracy when the analyses include more than one 
image of the identified individual and the comparative database is compiled of sex, age, 
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Figure 1. The facial approximation of the Belanglo ‘Angel’ and Ms Pearce-Stevenson 
The facial approximation (a-b), one of the photographs of Ms Pearce-Stevenson that has 
appeared in the Australian media (c), wireframes representing the three photographs used in 
this evaluation: frontal/downwardly posed (d), right turned/downwardly posed (e), right 
turned/upwardly posed (f). The photograph of Ms Pearce-Stevenson is reproduced with 
permission (refer main text). 
 
 
Figure 2. Facial landmark coordinates (n=40)  
This suite of 40 landmarks were applied to the facial approximation, the UK average and 
each of the 64 database photographs for the geometric morphometric analyses. The white 
horizontal lines are parallel with the interpupillary plane (a horizontal line connecting 
landmarks 1 and 2). The photograph is one of the PAL Database images, coded within this 
database as Shape 56 (access to the Database includes permission to reproduce the images 
[45]). See Table 1 for the landmark definitions. 
 
 
Figure 3. PC1 and PC2, database facial average, and the UK facial average 
Head pose variation within the database images: blue rectangles PAL (light blue) and Utrecht 
(dark blue) Face Database images, black triangles Pasco Sheriff Arrest Database images, pink 
circles internet images. The UK facial average is circled and indicated with an arrow. The 
sepia data points represent the same analysis without the UK facial average. Insert figure 3a 
is the facial average of the database images, insert b is an overlay of the wireframe of the 
dabatase average (blue) and the UK facial average (black). 
 
 
Figure 4. Morphological differences between the facial approximation and the three 
photographs of Ms Pearce-Stevenson 
A: The multivariate regression results of the three photographs of Ms Pearce-Stevenson and 
the database images. The left wireframe is how Ms Pearce-Stevenson differs from the 
database, the right wireframe overlay is a comparison of Ms Pearce-Stevenson and the 
database. The centre images are the TPS deformation grids arising from the multivariate 
regression. Left centre is how Ms Pearce-Stevenson differs from the database, right centre is 
how the database differs from Ms Pearce-Stevenson. 
 
B: The multivariate regression of the facial approximation and the database images. The left 
wireframe is how the facial approximation differs from the database, the right wireframe 
overlay is a comparison of the facial approximation and the database. The centre images are 
the TPS deformation grids arising from the multivariate regression. Left centre is how the 
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facial approximation differs from the database, right centre is how the database differs from 
the facial approximation. 
 
C: The morphological differences between the facial approximation and Ms Pearce-
Stevenson. The centre image is how the results of A and B compare (centre wireframe 
overlay and marked within a rectangle; the green wireframe is the facial approximation, the 
black wireframe is Ms Pearce-Stevenson). The left wireframe overlay shows how a 
regression involving only two images of Ms Pearce-Stevenson (red wireframe) compares to 
the comparisons involving all three images (black wireframe). The right wireframe overlay 
shows how a regression involving only two images of Ms Pearce-Stevenson (red wireframe) 
compares to the facial approximation. 
 
Note that these wireframes are mathematical constructs illustrating the variance following 
the multivariate regression analyses, and do not represent the actual coordinate data of the 
photographs of Ms Pearce-Stevenson, the facial approximation or the database average. 
 
 
Figure 5. The morphological similarity of the facial approximation with Ms Pearce-
Stevenson (PC3 and PC 8) 
The facial approximation clusters closely with two photographs of Ms Pearce-Stevenson on 
PC3 and PC8. The minimal spanning tree indicates the closest affinities within the scatter 
plot and the 95% confidence ellipsis. The wireframes illustrate the variance being captured by 
each PC, and are taken from the maximum and minimum values of the data points from each 
axis. The photographs of Ms Pearce-Stevenson are red diamonds (circled), the facial 
approximation is an open square. The cluster (shown encapsulated in a rectangle) involves 
the two photographs of Ms Pearce-Stevenson (Figure 1d, f) and the facial approximation. The 
blue rectangles are the PAL and Utrecht Face Database images, the black triangles are the 
Pasco Sheriff Arrest Database images, and the pink circles are the internet images. 
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Table 1: Landmark Definitions 








lateral iris Lateral border of the iris on the IPL* 
4 5 
 
medial iris Medial border of the iris on the IPL* 
7 13 
 




The highest point of the upper eyelid at the lash root line immediately 
above the pupil 
9 11 
 




The lowest point of the lower eyelid immediately below the pupil and at 




The highest point of the nose wing on the edge of the nose (often more 





The widest points of the nose wing 
  
17 subnasale 
Where the septum meets the philtrum at the base of the nose. When not 




The most lateral point of the oral fissure, before it turns downwards at 
the mouth corners. Often this is an intersection point with a lip edge 
21 23 
 















The highest midpoint of the lower lip. When the mouth is closed this will 









The widest point of the face at the lower eye lid following a horizontal 




menton The lowest point of the chin often on the midline 
36-39 29-33 
 
outer face 10 semi-landmarks (2 x 5) between the upper face and menton 
 
* IPL – Interpupillary Line: A horizontal line connecting the midpoint of the pupils 
 
  





Table 2. Morphological analysis of the database composition (morphologika2) 
Independent variable includes the number of PCs and % of cumulative variance 
(cum. var.). Partial regression coefficients with the largest effect (PC variance x 
adjusted R
2
) are shown bolded. S = standard error. See Methods for details of 










Partial regression coefficients 
PC PC var. R2 (adj.) S p-value UK X† 
1 Head pitch  
PC1-20 
98 % cum. var. 
65 
24.5 % var. 
p < 0.0001 
PC 1* 38.1 % 0.574 0.005 < 0.0001 -0.039 
2 Head turn 
PC 1-20 
98 % cum. var. 
65 
18.5 % var. 












3 Face shape 
PC 1-20 
98 % cum. var. 
65 
9.0 % var. 






















98 % cum. var. 
65 
3.6 % var. 













5 Image source 
PC 1-20 
98 % cum. var. 
64 
19.1 % var. 












6 UK average 
PC 1-20 
98 % cum. var. 
65 
1 % var.  
n. significant 




*PCs marked with an asterisk are significant within a PCA (relative warps) in PAST (bootstrap 
1000, above broken stick and within the 95% confidence interval). 
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Table 3. Morphological analysis of Ms Pearce-Stevenson and the facial 
approximation (morphologika2) 
Independent variable includes the number of PCs and % of cumulative variance 
(cum. var.). Partial regression coefficients (PC) with the largest effect (PC var. x 
adjusted R
2
) are shown bolded, results that borderline according to the standard 
error (S < 0.025) are shown in brackets. See Methods for details of independent 
variable coding. The wireframes and TPS deformation grids resulting from 
multivariate regressions 7 and 8 (PC 3-20) are shown in Figure 4, the scatter plot 









Partial regression coefficients 
PC PC var. R2 (adj.) S p-value 
7 Ms Pearce-
Stevenson (x 3) 
PC 1-20 
98 % cum. var. 
PC 3-20 
30 % cum. var. 
67 
PC 1-20 
4.7 % var. 
p = 0.0001 
PC 3-20 
2.1 % var. 






















Stevenson (x 2) 
PC 3-20 
31 % cum. var. 
66 
PC 3-20 
3.0 % var. 
























98 % cum. Var. 
PC 3-20 






2.3 % var.  
n. significant 
(PC 3) (12.3 %) (0.036) (0.025) (= 0.07) 
9 Ms Pearce-
Stevenson (x 3) & 
Facial approx. 
PC 1-20 
98 % cum. var. 
PC 3-20 
30 % cum. var. 
68 
PC 1-20 
3.4 % var. 
p < 0.001 
PC 3-20 
3.8 % var. 



























Table 4. Similarity-distance matrix for the 3 photographs of Ms Pearce-Stevenson, the 
facial approximation and the PAL Database image (database no. 56, and see Figure 3). 
The rank of the matrix score is in brackets (1-67, most similar to most distant), the matrix 





Approx. Front/down Right/down Right/up 
PAL 
Database 
0.037 (1) 0.053 (49) 0.039 (2) 0.024 (1) 
Front/down - 0.060 (60) 0.044 (7) 0.038 (2) 
Right/down 0.060 (19) - 0.046 (12) 0.057 (56) 
Younger 
Right/up 
0.044 (4) 0.046 (29) - 0.043 (5) 
Facial 
Approx. 
0.038 (2) 0.057 (56) 0.043 (5) - 
Range 0.037-0.109 0.030-0.081 0.036-0.089 0.024-0.105 
 
 





